
Cubed Circle Newsletter 241 – Consistency is Hard

As many of probably noticed, we have been posting late and sporadically for the last month. This 
was, obviously, not our intention, but with the second semester eating into my free time, staying up 
to date is a tall order. Even without the newsletter itself seeing weekly publication the site has still 
remained up to date on a weekly basis, thanks primarily to co-author Ben Carass, as well as guest 
writers Paul Cooke and Leslie Lee III. But, the newsletter has survived for well over 241 weeks, 
and will hopefully thrive in the years to come. I have attempted to make provisions for publishing 
related tasks which should minimize the risk of major delays (obviously there will be some regular 
delays, as this late issue can attest), but we have some fail safes in place in order to keep this to a 
minimum. 

With all of this said, we have a great issue for everyone this week with Paul Cooke discussing the 
Pro-Wrestling Only Greatest Wrestler Ever project and his personal experience with the poll, Ben 
covers the news including tons of results from Japan and the Lesnar USADA violation, the Mixed 
Bag returns with a look at comedy wrestling, Ricochet/Ospreay, and a potential WWE match of the 
year -- plus Ben also looks at last Sunday's Battleground show and the first RAW of the brand split 
(a very good show).

Also, for those unaware, we now have an official Twitter account @CubedCircleWres allowing the 
banger to unprecedented highs at @BenCarass and @RyanClingman.

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for July 23rd – 30th 
Ben Carass.

Top Stories:

Brock Lesnar maybe facing a two year ban from Mixed Martial Arts in the state of Nevada for 
failing two separate USADA tests, however it would seem he is in absolutely no danger of being 
suspended under the WWE Wellness Policy. A spokesperson from WWE told TMZ Sports, “WWE's
talent wellness program does not apply to part-time performers such as Brock Lesnar.” As noted last
week, Lance Pugmire of the LA Times reported that Lesnar was popped by USADA for 
clomiphene, an oestrogen blocker which is in fact listed as a banned substance in the WWE's 
Wellness Policy, which you can few in full here. One of the key amendments to the policy comes 
towards the very end of the document and it notes, “this policy […] is applicable to and binding 
upon all WWE Talent under contract to WWE who regularly perform in-ring services as a 
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professional sports entertainer (“WWE Talent”).” The Wellness Policy fails to define what regular 
performance actually consists of, however since Lesnar no doubt has his part-time status written 
into his contract he is able to slip through the loophole and is allowed to do whatever he needs to 
look like a monster with few questions asked. Fox Sports also received the same statement from 
WWE regarding the Wellness Policy not applying to a part-timer like Lesnar, however they were 
basically told that the policy is not designed to uphold the sporting integrity of a fake sport like pro 
wrestling. Here's the excerpt from Damien Martin's story at FoxSports.com: 

“Additionally, officials stated that WWE is ‘show business’ and their talent wellness program isn’t in 
place to ensure the integrity of athletic competition but rather for the health of full time performers.”

Lesnar hasn't made any kind of comment since his brief statement to the AP on 16/7 when he 
vowed to get to the bottom of the situation. He will eventually have to appear before the Nevada
State Athletic Commission to face any potential sanctions, although no time-line has been given 
yet as Lesnar's appeal process with USADA will likely be a protracted affair. Brock will 
certainly be back performing for WWE long before these problems are resolved with his first 
match since WrestleMania 32 on August 21st at SummerSlam in Brooklyn against Randy Orton. 
He is also scheduled to appear on RAW this week. Brock's opponent from UFC 200 Mark Hunt 
is understandably furious about the whole deal and he unleashed a foul-mouthed, racist rant on 
the MMA Hour this week. Hunt buried everyone from Lesnar and the WWE to the UFC as well.
Be warned, the video is very NSFW. If all that profanity was too much for your sensibilities, 
here's an hilarious statement from the WWE's Corporate website regarding the quality of the 
Wellness Policy: 

“The WWE Talent Wellness Program is unique in the entertainment industry and is considered to be 
as good as or better than the testing programs initiated by major sports leagues, government agencies 
and corporations.”
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Cageside Seats noted in their “Rumours of the Day” piece for 25/7 that Alberto Del Rio could 
be winding down with the WWE once again. The speculation is that there is “mutual 
dissatisfaction” about how Del Rio's second run in the company has gone and some people 
backstage believe he could be gone in October when his contract will allow it. Del Rio and his 
girlfriend Paige were drafted to different brands last week and Del Rio didn't hide his 
displeasure during a post-draft interview on the Network. Cubsfan wrote on 25/7 that Del Rio is
under a multi-year deal but has the option to opt out after one. If Del Rio does leave WWE 
again, as Cubs noted over at thecubsfan.com/cmll/, he might have a hard time finding a place to
work that will pay him enough money. His split with AAA and Lucha Underground was far 
from amiable and CMLL were unwilling to pay Del Rio the kind of money he wanted. There is 
also the Caristico factor with CMLL, as the former Mistico/Sin Cara/Myzteziz and Del Rio 
have had heat for years and Alberto has spoken publicly about Cartistico pulling a gun on him. 
Elite like throwing money around and would probably make Del Rio an offer, however it would
be nowhere near what he would make if he stayed with WWE. 

The WWE financials for the second quarter of 2016 were released on 28/7 with the usual 
investors conference call with Vince McMahon and George Barrios. Here are some of the key 
numbers worth noting. The Network had 1,560,000 total subscribers, which is the second 
highest quarterly subscriber base behind last year's day after WrestleMania number of 
1,824,000. The average Network subscriber number for the second quarter was 1,517,400 and 
the closing paid subscriber for Q2 was 1,129,000 domestic, with 380,700 paid international 
subs. WWE's total revenue for the second quarter was a record $199.0 million, which includes 
the $21.5 million in live revenue generated by WrestleMania 32. Chris Harrington calculated 
the real paid attendance for WrestleMania 32 was “in the range of 74,000 to 86,000,” which is 
nowhere near the 101,763 WWE claimed they drew for the show. There were also the 
customary wacky answers from Vince McMahon to some of the questions asked by investors 
and analysts. On why they went ahead with the brand split despite it being more costly, Vince 
said they had a “plethora of talent due to Paul Levesque's influence on the training centre.” 
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Barrios fielded a question regarding the UFC sale and he said it reflected the value of “branded 
live content.” As far as WWE entertaining the thought of selling, we were treated to some 
typically corporate double-speak that didn't really answer the question: "We're always willing to
listen. All we care about is doing what's best for our audience, our shareholders and our 
employees. If someone has a great idea, we're open to listening to it." For a full breakdown and 
expert analysis on the WWE financials, check out Chris Harrington great work over at 
wrestlinginc.com. 

There were a few WWE developmental releases this week, as ZZ Loupe, Josh Woods & Tom 
Kingdon were all sent packing from the Performance Centre. Loupe was signed after finishing 
as the runner up to Josh Bredi on last year's Tough Enough, however he only worked one match
earlier this year against Oney Lorcan (Biff Busick) on March 26th in Orlando, FL. Woods is a 
former national amateur champion and did some amateur MMA before being signed. Kingdon 
was a competitive bodybuilder and is cheesed to the edge of the platter. Both appeared 
somewhat regularly on the NXT loops in Florida, but neither made it onto the main touring 
NXT crew or the TV show. 

Shelton Benjamin will be returning to the WWE after six years and will be a part of the 
SmackDown Live roster. The 41 year-old had been working in Japan for years as part of 
Minoru Suzuki's heel stable, Suzuki-Gun, and even made the jump to NOAH when Jado & 
Gedo sent SZKG over to try and give the struggling company a shot in the arm. Benjamin 
worked his last tour of NOAH earlier this month and was advertised on this week's episode of 
SmackDown in somewhat of a surprise announcement. Shelton isn't the only name from the 
past expected to return to help bolster the weak SmackDown roster, as Rhyno has been signed 
to a deal and he is expected on TV imminently. Also rumoured for returns are Curt Hawkins and
MVP, however MVP took to Twitter to deny he was heading back to the WWE. 

Japan:

The finals of NOAH's Jr Heavyweight Tag League took place on 30/7 at Korakuen Hall and the 
big news from the show was the GHC Heavyweight Championship once again changing hands, 
as Takashi Sugiura took the strap back from the man who beat him two months ago, Go 
Shiozaki. (*) Sugiura downed Shiozaki in a Lumberjack Match with the Olympic Slam in 
26:54; there was of course the ubiquitous Suzuki Gun interference throughout. After unmasking
only a couple of months ago and declaring himself one of the saviours of NOAH, Maybach 
Taniguchi came out afterwards in his mask and attacked SZKG then put Sugiura through a table
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with the Maybach Press to set himself up as the next challenger for the title. (*) Semi-main 
event was the final of the Jr Tag League and Taiji Ishimori & ACH beat Atsushi Kotoge & 
Daisuke Harada in 20:25 when Ishimori pinned Harada with the 450 Splash. (*) Team NOAH 
of Maybach Taniguchi, Masa Kitamiya, Muhammad Yone & Quite Storm downed Team SZKG 
of Minoru Suzuki, Takashi Iizuka, Taichi & Taka Michinoku in 14:49 when Taniguchi pinned 
Taka with the Maybach Press. (*) Semi-finals of the Jr Tag League saw Ishimori & ACH over 
Kenoh & Hajime Ohara in 8:24 and Kotoge & Harada over Yoshinobu Kanemaru & El 
Desperado in 6:12. (*) There was another Tag League match on the show, with Hitoshi Kumano
& Andy Dalton getting their first win of the tournament over Genba Hirayanagi & Captain 
NOAH in 4:04. (*) Opener saw Akitoshi Saito & Yoshinari Ogawa defeat Shiro Tomoyose & 
Kaito Kiyomiya in 6:17. 

Here are the current standings for the G1 Climax as of 30/7: 

A BLOCK

Togi Makabe (4-0 = 8 points)
Kazuchika Okada (3-1 = 6 points)
Tomohiro Ishii (2-2 = 4 points)
Naomichi Marufuji (2-2 = 4 points)
Sanada (2-2 = 4 points)
Hirooki Goto (2-2 = 4 points)
Hiroyoshi Tenzan (2-2 = 4 points)
Hiroshi Tanahashi (1-3 = 2 points)
Bad Luck Fale (1-3= 2 points)
Tama Tonga (1-3 = 2 points)

B BLOCK

Katsuhiko Nakajima (3-1 = 6 points)
Yuji Nagata (3-1= 6 points)
Katsuyori Shibata (2-2 = 4 points)
Tetsuya Naito (2-2 = 4 points)
Michael Elgin (2-2 = 4 points)
Kenny Omega (2-2 = 4 points)
Tomoaki Honma (2-2 = 4 points)
Ypshi-Hashi (2-2 = 4 points)
Evil (1-3= 2 points)
Toru Yano (1-3 = 2 points)

Outside of the G1, there were tons of big shows held this past week, with three events taking 
place on July 24th alone, as Dragon Gate, Big Japan & Zero-1 all ran that night.

Dragon Gate reportedly drew a huge crowd of 9,800 fans to Kobe World Kinen Hall in Hyogo 
for their big “Pro Wrestling in Kobe” show on 24/7 and there were three big title changes on the
card. (*) Main event saw Yamato defeat Shingo Takagi to capture the Open the Dream Gate title
for the fourth time in 33:47 in what was apparently a tremendous match. (*) In the semi-main 
event, Akira Tozawa, Masato Yoshino & T-Hawk retained the Triangle Gate titles over Cima, 
Dragon Kid & Peter Kaasa and BxB Hulk, Kzy & Flamita in 15:21. (*) Jimmy Susumu & 
Jimmy Kagetora reatined the Twin Gate straps over Naruki Doi & Brother Yasshi in 24:20. (*) 
Eita downed Yosuke Santa Maria t ♡ to become the new Brave Gate champion in 11:41. (*) 
Masaaki Mochizuki & Yoshiaki Fujiwara won an awesome mean old man match over Don Fuji 
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& Masakatsu Funaki when Fujiwara submitted Fuji with the Armbar at 12:49. Backstage, 
Mochizuki & Funaki agreed to a singles match at some point n the future(!) (*) El Lindaman 
over Jimmy Kanda in 4:23. (*) Shachihoko Boy & U-T beat Stalker Ichikawa & Big R Shimizu
in 7:47. (*) Opener saw Naoki Tanizaki, Mondai Ryu & Cyber Kong over Gamma, Takehiro 
Yamamura & Kaito Ishida in 6:41. 

Big Japan also ran a big show this week and drew 3,293 fans at Sumo Hall , not a great number 
considering the size of the building, on 24/7 for “Ryogokutan,” and the top two matches saw the
company's two major championships change hands. (*) Main event saw Kankuro Hoshino 
capture the BJW Deathmatch Heavyweight title from Ryuji Ito in a Scaffold G Shock Match 
when Hoshino hit a diving senton off the scaffold at 20:31. Hoshino dedicated the win to his 
three year-old son who was in attendance for giving him the passion to become a champion. (*) 
Semi-main event had Yuji Okabayashi dropping the BJW World Strong Heavyweight title to 

Hideyoshi Kamitani in 26:53; the 24 year-old 
Kamitani got the win with a High Angle Backdrop. (*)
Third from the top was Kohei Sato & Shuji Ishikawa 
retaining the BJW Tag Team belts over what may be 
the fattest team ever, Akebono & Ryota Hama in 
12:37. (*) The All Japan Asia Tag Team titles also 
changed hands on the show, as Hikaru Sato & Atsushi 
Aoki took back the straps from the outsiders of Isami 
Kodaka & Yuko Miyamoto in 18:24. Elsewhere on the 
card, (*) Ryuichi Kawakami returned from injury and 
downed Daisuke Sekimoto in 11:18 with a deadlift 
German Suplex. (*) Abdullah Kobayashi, Takayuki 
Ueki & Masaya Takahashi beat Jaki Numazawa, 
Masashi Takeda & Takumi Tsukamoto for the 6 Man 
titles in a Deathmatch Iron Maiden ~ Run to Hell ~ 
Match in 11:38 when Kobayashi landed a diving 
elbow off the Iron Cage on Numazawa. (*) Hideki 
Suzuki & Takuya Nomura beat Yasufumi Nakanoue & 
Yoshihisa Uto in 9:30. (*) Great Sasuke, Shu & Kei 
Brahman beat Great Kojika, Shinobu & Toshiyuki 
Sakuda in 9:29 when Sasuke hit the Messiah Korin on 
Sakuda. (*) Tsutomu Osugi & Hercules Senga over 

Tsubasa & Billyken Kid in 8:20. (*) Opener saw Daichi Hashimoto & Atsushi Maruyama 
defeated Tatsuhiko Yoshino & Kazumi Kikuta in 9:43 when Daichi submitted Yoshino with a 
Triangle. 

Zero-1 ran the second Edion Arena in Osaka on 24/7 and the main event saw Masakatsu Funaki
defeat Atsuhi Onita in a 3Way Bat Barbed-Wire Board Electric Current Blast Death Match in 
18:59 to capture the Bakuha-0 (Blast King) championship. Afterwards, it was announced that 
Onita fractured his arm and would be out of action for a few months. This was Funaki's second 
match of the day, after working the Dragon Gate show earlier in Tokyo. The rest of the show 
was mostly matches from the ongoing Fire Festival League. Masato Tanaka beat Yusaku Obata 
via referee stoppage at 18:46. Fujita “Jr” Hayato downed Kamikaze in 11:49. Shinjiro Otani 
beat Buffa with a Release Dragon Suplex in 10:59. The Fire Festival League wraps up on 31/7 
at Korakuen Hall in Tokyo.

The All Japan “Summer Action Series” show on 23/7 in Fukuoka did 605 fans to see Kento 
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Miyahara retain the Triple Crown Championship over Jun Akiyama in 22:13 with a German 
Suplex. I've not seen the match yet, but on paper it would appear like the idea was to do some 
kind of passing of the torch deal and put Miyahara over strong as the leader of the new All 
Japan era. Ryoji Sai came out and challenged Miyahara for the championship and Miyahara 
said he also wanted to regain the World Tag titles from Yuji Okabayashi & Daisuke Sekimoto. 
Speaking of the World Tag belts, Okabayashi & Sekimoto retained the straps over Zeus & The 
Bodyguard in 19:15 when Sekimoto pinned Zeus. Also on the show, (*) Jake Lee beat Takao 
Omori in 8:32 with a Backdrop Suplex. (*) Ryoji Sai, Atsushi Maruyama & Masashi Takeda 
over Suwama, Super Tiger & Naoya Nomura in 13:19. (*) Atsushi Aoki & Hikaru Sato beat 
Ultimo Dragon & Yohei Nakajima in 10:27. (*) Yutaka Yoshie over Yuma Aoyagi in 9:04. (*) 
Opener saw Koji Iwamoto down Sushi in 8:36 with a German Suplex. 

Mr Gannosuke Produce ran a show at Shinkiba 1st Ring in Tokyo on 26/7 and the main event 
saw Gannosuke wrestle Harashima from DDT, who worked under the name “Hayabucha” and 
wore the mask and ring gear of the late Hayabusa. Gannosuke won the match in 16:01 with the 
Firebird (450) Splash. For full results, check out puroresuspirit.net. 

Io Shirai dropped the SWA Undisputed World Women's title to Toni Storm in the main event of 
the Stardom show on 24/7 in Osaka in a match that went 17:51. Shirai will be out of action for a
while as she will be undergoing surgery for a tailbone injury. Also on the 24/7 show, Mayu 
Iwatani retained the NEO High Speed title over Shanna in 12:46. Kairi Hojo also retained her 
Wonder of Stardom title over Scottish independent worker Viper via count-out in 16:57.

Indie Scene: 

PWG announced the 24 participants in their annual summer tournament the Battle of Los 
Angeles tournament earlier this month, however there was a change made to the field as Adam 
Cole Tweeted that he had zero interest in being in this year's BOLA. Cole noted the only think 
he would be doing that weekend is teaming with his fellow Mount Rushmore 2.0 teammates the
Young Bucks. Cole & the Bucks will face Dalton Castle & The Boys on night one and night 
two sees them take on Will Ospreay, Ricochet & Matt Sydal. Cedric Alexander was announced 
as Cole replacement in the tournament, so know we do in fact have the final 24 entrants and full
cards for the first two nights. 
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(1) Cody Rhodes, (2) Kamaitachi, (3) Jeff Cobb, (4) Mark Haskins, (5) Dalton Castle, (6) Pete 
Dunne, (7) Sami Callihan, (8) Tommy End, (9) Trevor Lee, (10) Cedric Alexander, (11) John 
Hennigan, (12) Jack Gallagher, (13) Chris Hero, (14) Mark Andrews, (15) Ricochet, (16) Matt 
Riddle, (17) Marty Scurll, (18) Matt Sydal, (19) Kyle O’Reilly, (20) Fénix, (21) Zack Sabre Jr., (22)
Will Ospreay, (23) Pentagón Jr., (24) Jushin “Thunder” Liger.

Night One, September 2nd:

* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Chris Hero vs. Jushin "Thunder" Liger. 
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Tommy End vs. Zack Sabre Jr. 
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Fénix vs. Will Ospreay.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Jeff Cobb vs. Ricochet. 
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: John Hennigan vs. Matt Sydal.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Pentagón Jr. vs. Marty Scurll.
* Dalton Castle & The Boys vs. Adam Cole & The Young Bucks.

Night Two, September 3rd:

* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Kyle O'Reilly vs. Matthew Riddle.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Sami Callihan vs. Cody Rhodes.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Cedric Alexander vs. Mark Haskins. 
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Kamaitachi vs. Trevor Lee.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Mark Andrews vs. Pete Dunne.
* 2016 Battle of Los Angeles First Round: Dalton Castle vs. Jack Gallagher.
*  Fénix & Pentagón Jr. vs. Tommy End & Chris Hero.
*  Will Ospreay, Matt Sydal, & Ricochet vs. Adam Cole & The Young Bucks.

The final night is on September 4th and the card will be determined by the outcome of the 
tournament matches on the first two shows. 

In more PWG news, Tommy End was pulled from the “Thirteen” show this Friday 29/7 in 
Reseda, CA. He was scheduled to face Adam Cole but PWG Tweeted on 25/7 that End was 
unable to appear on the show and announced Brian Cage as his replacement. There s no word 
yet on what caused End to miss the show, however he responded to a Tweet from a fan and 
noted that it was “out of our hands.”

Mexico:

The full card for AAA's biggest show of the year, TripleMania XXIV, was announced at a press 
conference this week.  The main event is a mask vs hair match between Psycho Clown and 
Pagano and the semi-final is a three-way for the Mega Heavyweight Championship, with 
Texano Jr defending against Dr Wager Jr and Cage. There are a few foreigners and Lucha 
Underground talent on the show, although as noted by the Cubsfan LU doesn't air in Mexico so 
most people have no idea who any of them are. Cubs noted that the last time Dragon Azteca Jr 
worked in Mexico for the World Cup, the press had no clue who he was and he had to explain 
to them that he was in fact Rey Horuz. Rey Mysterio Jr is working the show as part of a big LU 
trios match, so he will certainly be a draw for a lot of fans. Here's the full line-up:

* Mask vs. Hair: Psycho Clown vs. Pagano.
* AAA Mega Heavyweight Championship: Texano Jr (C) vs. Dr Wagner Jr vs. Cage.
* Rey Mysterio Jr, Dragon Azteca Jr & Prince Puma vs. Matanza Cueto, Mil Muertes & Marty 
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Martinez.
* AAA Latin American Championship: Pentagon Jr (C) vs. Johnny Mundo. 
* AAA Tag Team Championship: Jack Evans & Angelico () vs. Paul London & Matt Cross vs. 
Aerostar & Drago vs. Fenix & Hijo del Fantasma. 
* Faby & Mary Apache vs. Averno & Chessman. 
* TripleMania Cup: La Parka is the only name announced so far, but there are ten more entrants
tba.

The referee of the main event will be determined on 19/8, when Psycho Clown, Monster Clown
& Murder Clown take on Pagano, Damian 666 & Nicho el Millionario and the winning team 
gets to choose the ref. TripleMania XXIV is set to take place on 28/8 at Arena Ciudad de 
Mexico and the show is believed to be available internationally via iPPV.  

After only wrapping up season two last week, Lucha Underground will be back with their third 
season starting on September 7th. All the matches have already been taped and there are 
expected to be 40 episodes of season three. There's been nothing announced as far as season 
four goes, however Cubsfan noted that there has been talk of resuming filming in November. 

According to Leo Riano of the Record, LA Park and Rush have been suspended for three weeks
after their wild brawl on the Elite show at Arena Mexico on 14/7. They got in trouble because 
of the blood involved in the match, as “one of the main sponsors do not like canvas smearing 
blood [sic].” 

Ratings: 

RAW on 25/7, the day after BattleGround and first post-draft show, did a 2.36 rating with 
3,334,000 viewers. That's up from the 2.21 and 3,125,000 they did last week. 8pm did 
3,350,000 viewers. 9pm did 3,412,000 and 10pm did 3,254,000. 

The first SmackDown Live of the #NewEra on 26/7 did a 1.92 rating with 2,743,000 viewers; 
way down from last week's Draft show that did a 2.20 rating with 3,170,000 viewers. 

TNA iMPACT on 28/7 did 350,000 viewers, down slightly from the 362,000 they did last week.
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Paul Cooke on the Pro-Wrestling Only Greatest Wrestler Ever Project, The Final List & His
Personal Experience

by Paul Cooke (@stomperspc)

In the autumn of 2014, the Pro Wrestling Only message board introduced the “Greatest Wrestler 
Ever” project. The concept was for members of the message board and any other wrestling fan who
wished to participate to watch and re-watch as much of the candidates over the next eighteen 
months before submitting a ballot of the 100 wrestlers each voter considered to be the greatest of 
all time. The only guidance given to voters was that they were to vote based on footage they had 
seen rather than on reputation. The final list, full rules, and all of the discussion topics that 
accompanied the process can be found here.

**********
The Greatest Wrestler Ever poll hosted by Pro Wrestling Only wrapped up more than two months 
ago on April 30th when Ric Flair was officially revealed as the top vote getter. Two months can seem
like an eternity, especially for a pro wrestling fan in 2016. Most everything is so immediate these 
days. This is a scene where a show can be viewed as outdated if it is uploaded to an on demand 
service five days after it took place. We tend to move on rather in 2016. We move on so quickly that
I questioned the relevance of writing general thoughts on a project that has largely been over with 
for more than two months (tag team list notwithstanding).

The thing about the GWE project or any other project like it is that if the project is judged on the 
final deliverable (the group list) and not much else, then the entire project losses most any value it 
might have otherwise had. These one hundred names are not written on stone tablets and they were 
not passed down by a divine entity. The list is a snapshot of a specific point in time where the 
watching habits of the voters, footage availability, and the current hot topics among hardcore 
wrestling fans greatly influenced the composition of the list.  It is those timing elements that most 
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greatly interest me about the entire GWE project.

There was a critique that the list was disproportionately slanted towards current wrestlers. There 
were discussions concerning how some older wrestlers whose reputations as great workers had only
relatively recently been made would fare. There was also a minority – but pervading – opinion that 
the traditional opinions were also old opinions and therefore needed to be altered for the project to 
have true value. 

From the moment discussion began way back in the autumn of 2014, the greatness of Ric Flair – 
who did eventually place in the top spot – was a contentious subject of discussion. Flair long ago 
assumed the mantle as the greatest pro wrestler of all time among hardcore fans. Whenever any 
figure receives as close to consensus praise as Flair received in the late 1980’s and 1990’s, he or she
is going to experience the inevitable blow back. That has been happening for years with regards to 
The Nature Boy. We don’t need to look any further than the predecessor of the PWO poll, the 2006 
SmarksChoice poll. Flair ended up in the 8th spot in that poll a decade ago which serves as definitive
proof that people questioning Flair’s greatness is not anything new. The reasons why (his formula, 
his repetitiveness, and the perception that he wasn’t a smart or adaptable wrestler to name a few), 
have been debated for well over a decade. 

I don’t want to generalize but there was certainly a palpable feeling from some that if Flair finished 
in the top spot, it would be because the voters held onto a conventional belief that they refused to 
challenge. Flair was not alone in receiving that treatment. Jumbo Tsuruta – who unlike Flair, 
actually was held in very high regard by the voters back in 2006 when he finished #1 – was 
similarly looked at by some as a previously overrated wrestler who would regress back to his 
“correct” position if only those voting in the poll did their proper due diligence on him and the other
candidates. 

I admit, I might be biased here because I placed Flair and Jumbo in the top two spots of my ballot, 
but that sentiment bothers me. To be fair, I wouldn’t describe it as the overwhelming sentiment (it 
couldn’t have been or else Flair and Jumbo would not have finished as high as they did) but it did 
pervade throughout the process in a noticeable way. Frankly, it is insulting to the other voters to 
even imply that a high vote for Flair or Jumbo demonstrated a lack of due diligence. It is a 
balancing act. I wanted to challenge conventional wisdom but I did not want to do so to the point 
that I chose different wrestlers just to choose different wrestlers. As easily as one can claim that 
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Flair and Jumbo were helped by their historical standings, it can just as easily be argued that the 
greatest test is time and they have thus far withstood that test.

Naturally in a project such as this where performers across generations are compared, there is going
to be discussion about biases for or against particular eras. Eyeballing the finished list, I cannot see 
any obvious time period-driven biases. Participants were instructed to vote based on footage they 
had seen, so wrestlers who made their mark before the 1980’s were handicapped somewhat. Even 
so, two wrestlers whose cases rely significantly on their matches from the 1970’s (Terry Funk and 
Jumbo Tsuruta) finished in the top twenty, while a handful of others in the top twenty wrestled a 
significant portion of their career prior to the 1980’s. Somewhere in the vicinity of 40% of the top 
twenty made their cases largely with their work in the 90’s. The 80’s seem to be the most well 
represented decade. That is not entirely unexpected as a lot of the footage we have of 70’s and prior 
candidates comes from the 80’s and those responsible for much of the great wrestling worldwide in 
the early 90’s got their starts in the 80’s. The 1980s was a transitional decade of sorts and I think the
results reflect that.

Any perceived bias towards current wrestlers appears to be confined to the back end of the top 100 
and the honorable mentions for the most part. Bryan Danielson was the only wrestler in the top 
twenty who had his prime in the 2000’s. We have to go all the way back to #30 and John Cena to 
find the next 21st century wrestler. There is no doubt that there were a plethora of modern wrestlers 
that finished outside the top 100 and that seems reasonable. We have more access to footage and 
easier access to footage than ever before, which means more wrestlers are on our radars than at any 
other time. The accessibility of current footage results in a wider range of personal and cult 
favorites. It only took one or two people to REALLY like a modern wrestler for that wrestler to 
finish in the top 200.

The fact that the list is a snapshot of a moment in time also means that whatever wrestlers, styles or 
promotions an individual or the collective community was into at the time probably played a factor. 
Any sort of recency bias would deal with more than just modern wrestlers; it would also deal with 
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historical wrestlers who were recently afforded a spotlight. Just like it has never been easier to 
watch modern matches it has also never been easier to watch historical footage. The footage 
explosion of the last fifteen years has shone a spotlight on wrestlers that in the 90’s and early 2000’s
were in the dark. The various projects and compilations – 1990’s Year Books, DVDVR 80’s project 
– have also helped disseminate that footage and facilitate discussions about once-forgotten 
wrestlers.

With guys like El Satanico or Buddy Rose, we saw the opposite of the “Flair/Jumbo effect”. 
Whereas Flair and Jumbo have been in the spotlight for years to the point they have picked apart 
over and over again, those wrestlers and others are fairly new to the “greatest ever” discussion. Just 
as it is fair to state that not challenging conventional opinions would have been problematic, getting
caught up in the fervor of a relatively new candidate is just as potentially problematic. Is Rose way 
too low at #36 because not enough people have investigated his career or will he fall back in future 
polls after more dig into his career with the same level of scrutiny that we have for someone like 
Flair? Is Satanico really a candidate for best luchador of all time or has cherry picking his best stuff 
on the 80’s sets and 90’s yearbooks clouded our collective judgment on his overall career? There is 
an obvious timing issue here but an interesting one in that it could have swung either way. Wrestlers
whose “greatest ever” cases are relatively new might have finished too low or they might have 
benefited from the spotlight they have recently been afforded.

Those questions remain to be answered and will only come with proper perspective. Unfortunately, 
that’s the frustrating part of this type of project. We will never, ever gain the proper perspective 
needed to be impartial judges. Its human nature and it is also an effect of dusting off the poll once 
every decade. Rankings are always going to be influenced by both overexposure and shiny new toy 
syndrome. I think for the most part, the participants appreciated that imperfection for what it was 
and viewed the list as an opportunity to explore wrestlers and styles with an open mind. I know that 
has been the case for me. Since getting past any post-GWE hangover, I have really enjoyed diving 
deeper into wrestlers/styles I already enjoyed as well as others that represented blind spots for me.

And ultimately, that is why I decided to write about this project even if it is not all that timely. The 
conversations and discussions the list invoked are timeless. The list itself was – in any of the 
number of ways mentioned above – a product of its time. There is a dichotomy between moving on 
from the list and project because they are now in the past, and using the list and project to help 
shape and reshape my thoughts going forward. In the end, the project was both a lot of fun for me 
and helped me enjoy wrestling in ways I hadn’t necessarily enjoyed it before. I also see it as less of 
a project and more of an ongoing process of watching great matches and assessing wrestlers. Only 
now, I have a personal list to use as a starting point and a whole lot of discussion/rankings from 
others to guide me along, both of which are invaluable.
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Mixed Bag Volume 7: Flips & Funnies 
by Ryan Clingman(@RyanClingman)

What Is The Mixed Bag? A Twist on the Traditional Wrestling Review.

Welcome, everyone, to the seventh instalment of our ‘Mixed Bag’ series! For those unfamiliar, the 
‘Mixed Bag’ is a slightly different take on the traditional title-recap-thoughts-rating review formula 
that is most often used in wrestling reviews from the Observer and Torch to Voices of Wrestling, 
and, yes, even the Cubed Circle Newsletter itself. Instead, the ‘Mixed Bag’ comprises very little 
recap, as a column that aims to provide worthwhile discussion of the matches in question, 
participants, and topics related to the match at hand, as well as pro-wrestling in general. Some 
weeks will feature more from specific shows and promotions than others, but generally speaking 
any bout from 2015/12/01-2016/11/31 is eligible for discussion. This is a segment dedicated to 
matches that I have personally seen and find worthy of prolonged discussion, and with only so 
much time, any match suggestions are always welcomed and appreciated. As always, thanks for 
reading, and I hope that you enjoy this week’s discussion.

— Ryan Clingman

New Japan Pro-Wrestling Best of the Super Juniors Night 5, May 27th 2016, Ricochet vs. Will 
Ospreay

Unfortunately, whilst the bulk of the 2016 Best of the Super Juniors was underway, I was preparing 
for exams -- unable to watch the tournament in real time. It is for this reason that I wasn't able to, in 
any way, participate in the absurd Ricochet-Will-Ospreay match discussion that took place on 
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Twitter, various message boards, and most major contemporary wresting podcasts several weeks 
ago. This was a disappointment to me at the time, as I was (quite wrongly) willing to rubbish the 
match before I had even seen it. Of course, this wasn't due to the bizarre extent of the discussion 
that overtook wrestling media for all of a few days, nor was it out of contempt for either of the two 
men. No, I WANTED to dislike the match as a reaction to years of frustration watching highly 
tauted Ricochet matches, which, for one reason or another, simply failed to connect with me. 

However, when I eventually got around to watching the match this past week, cold-to-luke-warm 
takes at the ready, I didn't find the egregious self-unaware flip battles that litter big Dragon Gate 
shows and many a New Japan undercard. Rather, what Ospreay and Ricochet delivered  was a nod 
and a wink to a style that I rarely care for, and an all out spectacle that I enjoyed from start to finish.
In fact, I would go as far as to say that Ospreay-Ricochet from the Best of the Super Juniors 2016 
was the best Ricochet match since his bout with KUSHIDA last year, and perhaps even better. This 
isn't too say that the bout was a match of the year candidate, but at the same time the "lack of 
selling" -- which had ludicrously discussed on several occasions by opponents of the match -- 
patched one of the largest holes Ricochet has as a performer, his selling.

Ricochet's selling has been his biggest weak point since his rise to prominence in 2011 . This isn't 
because he "doesn't sell", but rather that when he does it feels more like he is checking a chore off 
of a "match to-do list" and less like an attempt to elicit an emotional response in his audience or 
progress the match along. This is by no means a fault of Ricochet alone, and extends to some 
wrestlers I very much enjoy at times, like Kazuchika Okada, for example. I didn't feel this way 
whilst watching Ospreay-Ricochet. Rather, Ricochet and Ospreay felt like a battle between two 
super heroes, at different points in their careers, battling it out for superiority. Or, if you would like 
to get a little more meta, a battle for the top flippy-guy spot. Regardless, this match broke from the 
monotony. I have nothing against a self-aware, light-hearted story -- in fact, it's the kind of match I 
would like to see more of from the Ricochet's and AR Fox's of the wrestling world. *** ¾  

Pro-Wrestling Guerrilla All Star Weekend Night 2, December 12th 2015, Kikutaro vs. Chuck 
Taylor
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Reviewing comedy wrestling can be rough sometimes. If done poorly it gets significantly easier, as 
the reviewer can just call the match "terrible" and move on. But what, then, about good comedy 
matches, how do we go about rating those? Whilst I feel strongly that wrestling as an art form is 
subjective, it is far easier to find some kind of common ground when discussing a serious match 
than a comedy one -- after all, comedy in general is notoriously subjective. What makes this task 
even more difficult is that comedy wrestling (assuming we are dealing with intentional comedy 
here, and not just bad wrestling, which can be some of the best comedy wrestling around) is often 
made intentionally bad on a technical front, and would thus rank poorly when evaluated by more 
"serious" standards. Unfortunately for us, Kikutaro vs. Chuck Taylor was of the later variety. 

Chuck Taylor has always been a bit of a goofy wrestler, but has shifted his focus, at least in PWG 
where I most often watch him, to strict comedy in recent years. And, whilst Taylor had some great 
matches as one half of the 'Men of Low Moral Fibre' with Kenny Omega and one third of F.I.S.T. in
Chikara Pro, he has produced some of his most endearing and entertaining work as a comedy 
wrestler and colour commentator in PWG over the last several years. And so, when I read that 
ludicrous Kensuke Office and Osaka Pro comedy wrestler, Kikutaro, would be working Taylor in 
Reseda late last year,  my interest was understandably peaked. 

Amazingly, both men (although veteran PWG referee, Rick Knox deserves a good deal of the credit 
here too) greatly exceeded my expectations, producing one of the funniest wrestling matches I have 
seen in years. Whilst mostly slapstick the match (matches to be precise) also featured one of my 
most beloved pro-wrestling tropes -- the game of heel one-upsmanship. Essentially, the entire match
was a contest to decide the least incompetent -- in the Ibushi Research Institute realm of 
believability and relation to real sport. However, matches like this go a long way in demonstrating 
the diversity of wrestling as a performance art, and this match in particular is short and self-
contained enough to show to your non-wrestling-fan friends and family. The CM Punk and AJPW 
references may be lost on them, but there was enough there to make most anyone, if nothing else, 
just a little bit happier. *** ¾ 

New Japan Pro-Wrestling Dominion, June 19th 2016, Tetsuya Naito vs. Kazuchika Okada 

I had initially written substantially on the specifics of this match before losing it to the curse of the 
great technological void indigenous to our base here at CCN HQ. However, this was likely for the 
better (at least in the particular case of this match), because locally, especially when thought of in a 
couple months' hindsight, this match was essentially the same as the one delivered at Invasion 
Attack. What is more interesting to discuss – and in some sense this is a question no longer relevant 
–  is the global structure of the match and its ramifications for New Japan and its booking. 

Whilst the G1 is already underway, and many decided to leave judgment of this match's finish –  
Okada regaining the IWGP Heavyweight Championship – until the end of the company's biggest 
annual tournament. With Naito only managing but a single successful championship defence against
Ishii before dropping the title back to Okada (who had himself captured the title fromTanahashi at 
the Tokyo Dome in January) hot-potatoing of the company's top prize is a call for concern. This is 
especially so when considering the calibre of star that the company has lost in the last year – 
Shinsuke Nakamura and AJ Styles in particular. When a promotion has a loaded, star-studded roster 
– as was the case for NJPW in 2012-2014 or so – titles are important, but cases of hot-potatoing or 
poor booking may be excused with the upper card able to carry its own weight, as well as that of the
championship if needed. This is no longer the case; NJPW needs a strong IWGP title now more than
ever. 
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As for their Dominion match itself, Okada and Naito put on a good show with negligible 
interference after Okada requested that Naito send the rest of Los Ingobernables to the back. Okada 
busted out three consecutive Rainmakers, which has worked in the past, but on the this match didn't 
build sufficient drama earlier to warrant it. As a consequence, like many Okada matches over the 
past year or so, we saw a memorable and technically immaculate finishing sequence preceded by a 
good 15 minutes worth of forgettable filler.  *** ¾ 

New Japan Pro-Wrestling Dominion, June 19th 2016, Will Ospreay vs. KUSHIDA

As was the case with the Naito-Okada recap and review, the original report for this match was too 
lost to time due to aforementioned technical difficulties. Unlike that match, however, the major 
story of Ospreay/KUSHIDA II was the in-ring work, with Will Ospreay – coming off some harsh 
criticism his “lack of selling” in his Best of the Super Juniors bout with Ricochet – pulled off, quite 
easily, the best sell job of the entire show. 

Admittedly, I am a sucker for limb work that leads to adaptations of move-sets, and that is what we 
got from Ospreay to a large extent in this IWGP Junior Heavyweight Title match. Perhaps the most 
memorable of these adaptions was a handless “handspring” from Ospreay – a move that I have 
never before seen, and didn't even realize was physiologically possible. But, Ospreay performed 
one regardless. Unfortunately, however, whilst the “little things” were well attended to throughout 
the match's majority we did see much of the Ospreay arm-work ignored towards the closing 
stretches – a shame given how much went into his selling early on. However, given his experience 
level and ability to perform high spots that very few others can, Ospreay is far more advanced on a 
selling front than he realistically should be at this point in his career. 

For whatever reason, it has felt to me over the past year or so that Ospreay has a strong enate heel 
quality, which is most definitely a positive given that he has already succeeded as a top-tier 
babyface. With the CWC underway, a cruiserweight division soon to emerge, and the WWE on the 
hunt for prospective talent, Ospreay may very well be WWE bound in 2017. However, for the time 
being and as long as New Japan holds onto him, Ospreay is one of the best workers in the company 
– a significant asset, and superb number two behind KUSHIDA. **** ¼ 
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WWE Battleground, July 24th 2016, Sasha Banks & Bayley vs. Charlotte & Dana Brooke

A pattern that I have noticed all too often in contemporary pro-wrestling, particularly in the WWE 
and NJPW, but the WWE to a far greater extent, is the decline in the importance and artistic 
substance of the middle 1/3 of most matches I see. Whether they are wasted away by meaningless 
chin-locks, inconsequential limb-work, or more recently, soulless spot after inconsequential soulless
spot, the result is the same. It isn't that the creativity isn't there, as 2016/5 has seen some of the best 
finishing sequences that I can remember – Okada/Styles, Okada/Tanahashi, Nakamura/Tanahashi, 
Reigns/Lesnar I, Owens/Cena, and so on – but all of the drama, subtlety and emotion that I see in 
these big matches is compacted into the match's final third or less leaving the rest feeling empty and
frivolous. This is something that I hope to write about in greater detail within the next few months, 
but is certainly worth mentioning with respect to this match. 

I have seen a few negative reviews of this match based on some sloppy and one or two blown spots.
These criticisms are valid, however, for what was lost in precise execution and crispness was made 
up for in intensity. Unlike the majority of the WWE matches that I have seen this year, Banks, 
Bayley, Charlotte, and Brooke kept me engaged from start to finish with each minute of action 
feeling vitally important to the match's conclusion – Banks tapping Charlotte out with the Banks 
Statement. These spots and moments didn't even take the form of limb work or anything all too 
terribly creative, rather headlocks and needless rest holds were kept to a minimum, with the 
intermediary work delivered with sufficient intensity and passion to hold my attention from start to 
finish. *** ¾ 

WWE Battleground, July 24th 2016, Kevin Owens vs. Sami Zayn

In the WrestleMania Weekend instalment of the Mixed Bag several months ago, of the matches on 
the WrestleMania card itself ,we primarily discussed the Intercontinental Championship ladder 
match. Apart from being the best (or at the very least second best) match of the card, the ladder 
match delivered three of my favourite moments of 2016 in professional wrestling – Zack Ryder had 
his moment's due and two of my favourite wrestlers of the late-2000s and early-2010s brought their 
perpetual rivalry to the biggest crowd in the history of the company in North America. Whilst both 
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Zayn and Owens had great matches since and prior, their match at Battleground felt like the natural 
continuation of their WrestleMania debuts.

Battleground was the first time that Owens and Zayn managed to reignite some of the intensity of 
their hallmark feud of 2010 – delivering not only the best main-roster match of the year thus far, but
also one of the best matches that I have seen out of North America in 2016. The bout couldn't have 
been what their Ring of Honor wars were, not only for the obvious restrictions on blood, but also 
due to the wholly different kind of personality El Generico was in comparison to Zayn. Their Ring 
of Honor feud had months worth of tag team work behind it, and was left to simmer in a manner in 
which is entirely unattainable on the main roster for the upper echelon, let alone at the mid-card. At 
the same time Zayn and Owens got all that they possibly could out of this heated war –  Zayn even 
going as far as to execute a sharp vertical suplex on the apron. 

Of course dangerous spots don't necessarily make for a good match, but much like the women's tag 
earlier on the show, these two men did something that few others in the company have managed to 
do this year, and that is make the entirety of their performance count. **** ½ [MATCH OF THE 
BAG]

Other Ratings:

PWG All Star Weekend Night 1, December 11  th   2015

Brian Cage & Michael Elgin vs. Davey Richards & Eddie Edwards ***
Sami Callihan vs. Drew Gulak *** ½ 
Mike Bailey vs. Kenny Omega **** ¼ 
Trevor Lee vs. Will Ospreay ****
Roderick Strong vs. Matt Sydal **** ½ [REPORT LOST TO TIME]

PWG All Star Weekend Night 2, December 12  th   2015

Marty Scurll vs. Timothy Thatcher **** [REPORT LOST TO TIME]
Matt Sydal vs. Trevor Lee **** ¼ 
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Kenny Omega vs. Will Ospreay **** [REPORT LOST TO TIME]
Chris Hero, Mike Bailey, Candice LeRae & Joey Ryan vs. Young Bucks, Adam Cole & 
Roderick Strong ***  ¾ [REPORT LOST TO TIME]

Revolution Pro-Wrestling, Angle vs. Sabre Jr., June 12  th   2016 

Will Ospreay vs. Mike Bailey **** ¼ 
Chris Hero vs. Josh Bodom *** ½ 

NJPW Dominion, June 19  th   2016

Hirooki Goto vs. EVIL ***
Tomohiro Ishii & YOSHI-HASHI vs. BUSHI & SANADA ***
Katsuyori Shibata vs. Yuji Nagata **** [REPORT LOST TO TIME]
Michael Elgin vs. Kenny Omega *** ¾ [REPORT LOST TO TIME]

WWE Battleground, July 24  th   2016

The New Day vs. The Wyatts ** ¾
Natalya vs. Becky Lynch ***
John Cena, Enzo Amore & Big Cass vs. AJ Styles, Karl Anderson & Luke Gallows *** ¼  

WWE BattleGround – July 24th 2016 
Verizon Centre: Washington DC.
Ben Carass.

Coming off the back of a highly disappointing draft, not to mention years of product dilution, it is 
safe to say that expectations for BattleGround were exceedingly low. However sometimes when you
go into a show with the a negative outlook expecting nothing particularly special, it becomes easier 
for one's expectations to not only be met, but to be thoroughly surpassed. That is exactly what 
happened with BattleGround, which on paper appeared to be just another WWE B PPV, and yet by 
the end of the night people were lauding it as the best WWE show of the year. Kevin Owens & 
Sami Zayn put on a blow-away performance and stole the show, however the two trios matches and
the main event were also very fun matches and the opener with the debut of Bayley got the show 
off to a hot start. The big news from the show is that the WWE title is remaining on SmackDown, as
Dean Ambrose pinned Roman Reigns clean to retain the title in the main event. The only issue 
was the fact that once again they went over the three hour mark for no reason whatsoever and the 
show would have been much better if either the US or IC title match were on the pre-show and if 
the Highlight reel with Randy Orton had about five minutes cut. 

Pre-Show: 

Renee Young, Booker T, Jerry Lawler & Corey Graves were on the panel. Lita was missing, 
which may have been a red herring to make fans think she was Sasha Banks' mystery parter. Mick 
Foley & Daniel Bryan did the social media lounge gimmick and put over RAW & SmackDown. 
Breezango hilariously beat the Usos in a nothing 5:30 match after Tyler Breeze countered a 
Superfly Splash and pinned one of the Usos with an Inside Cradle. 

Main Card: 
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Charlotte (WWE Women's Champion) & Dana Brooke vs. Sasha Banks & Bayley. – Sasha & 
Bayley over in 7:25. Most of the crowd seemed to know Bayley was the mystery partner, however 
they still lost their minds when she came out, wacky inflatable arm flailing tube men and all. Match 
was good, sloppy in places, but the fans were into everything. Sasha landed an ugly diving Rana off
the ropes on Charlotte, who nearly landed on her head. Heels got the heat on Sasha and Bayley ran
wild off the hot tag. Dana tripped Bayley from the outside and the heels got some heat on Bayley 
briefly. Sasha made a comeback, but Charlotte cut her off with Natural Selection and Bayley broke
up the pin. Finish saw Bayley take out Dana on the floor and Sasha countered the Figure Eight to 
apply the Banks Statement for the submission. – Vince McMahon's avatar JBL made it clear that 
Bayley's appearance was a one-time deal and she had not been drafted to either show. Considering 
Charlotte pinned Sasha on RAW, this was 100% the correct finish to set up a title match at 
SummerSlam. (***).

New Day: Big E, Kofi Kingston & Xavier Woods (WWE Tag Team Champions) vs. The Wyatt
Family: Bray Wyatt, Erick Rowan & Braun Strowman. – Wyatts over in 8:56. Fun little match 
with a good story, although it was weird they put the Wyatts over with Bray & Rowan on 
SmackDown and New Day remaining on RAW. Story was Xavier being scared of Bray, however 
he overcame his fear at the end and made a big comeback on Bray, although he ended up getting 
pinned with Sister Abigail after conquering his fear. Match felt a little rushed; they got the heat on 
Kofi then it pretty much broke down into everyone hitting moves. Once again, Big E nearly killed 
himself and landed on his head performing his Spear through the ropes. (*** ½).

US Championship: Rusev (C) w/Lana vs. Zack Ryder. – Rusev retained in 7:01. Ryder came out
in some gaudy USA-themed attire. Crowd didn't really care all that much about the match and the 
best thing about it for 6 minutes was Lana's outfit. It picked up towards the end, as Ryder hit a 
Missile Dropkick off the barricade on the floor and followed up with the Ruff Ryder. He went for an
Elbow off the top, but Rusev got his knees up and snapped him in half with the Accolade fore the 
win. Rusev stomped Ryder afterwards and Mojo Rawley ran down to make the save. Mojo yelled 
like a crazy man and Rusev backed down. (** ½).
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Kevin Owens vs. Sami Zayn. – Zayn over in 19:15. Match of the night by a mile and a potential 
WWE MOTY aslo. Owens took the early stages and got some heat. Sami came back and landed a 
Michinoku Driver. Owens tried a Powerbomb on the apron, but Sami escaped and tried an Arabian
Press Monnsault however he came right down on the apron on his head and shoulder. It actually 
played into the match, as Sami continued to sell his arm, the announcers actually mentioned his 
shoulder surgery and Owens worked over the arm after the spot. Match went into another gear at 
12:15 when Sami hit a Brainbuster on the apron (!!!) and Owens just avoided being counted-out. 
They did the Frye/Takayama spot and the crowd went crazy. Sami went for his ring post DDT but 
Owens caught him with a Superkick in mid-air then smashed him with a Cannonball while he was 
still caught in the turnbuckle. Owens hit a Frogsplash for a near-fall then Sami threw big Half-and-
Half Suplex for another near-fall that received a standing ovation. Owens hit the Pop-up 
Powerbomb but Sami barely got his foot on the bottom rope. Finish saw Sami land some more 
Exploders and he delivered to Yakuza kicks to get the pin. – They pushed this as the blow-off match
between the two and they certainly worked it like it was the final encounter for the time being. It is 
bizarre that Owens & Sami are on the same brand if their feud is over, but obviously they can go 
back to it whenever they want. Match was really outstanding and it almost felt like a super-heated 
G1 match. (**** ½). 

Natalya vs. Becky Lynch. – Natalya over in 9:00. This was pretty much the death spot, as nothing 
could follow Owens/Zayn. Crowd were dead. After weeks off attacking each other at every 
opportunity, Nattie & Becky proceeded to trade holds and roll-ups early on. Finish saw them do the
old ref break in the corner which allowed Nattie to land a cheap shot and she won with the 
Sharpshooter. (**). 

IC Championship: The Miz (C) w/Maryse vs. Darren Young w/Bob Backlund. – No Contest at 
8:41. Crowd were dead for this as well. Finish was an absolute mess and built to nothing because 
Miz & Young are on different brands. Maryse slapped Backlund, who took an absurdly comical 
bump. Maryse then fell on her ass for some reason and sat on the ground while Backlund ripped 
his shirt off. Miz got out of the ring and shoved Backlund for another comedy bump. Young then 
got out of the ring and put Miz in the Cross-face Chicken Wing and the ref called for the bell. No 
announcement was made and Young held the Chicken Wing for ages until a bunch of refs ran down 
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to break it up. Afterwards, Young starred at his hands like crazy Mr. Backlund from 1994. This 
was horrid. (DUD). 

The Club: AJ Styles, Karl Anderson & Luke Gallows vs. John Cena, Enzo Amore & Big Cass 
– Cena, Enzo & Cass over in 14:30. Enzo cut a typically great promo beforehand and worked the 
crowd into a frenzy. Match was good, however there wasn't much of a structure to it. All that 
happened was the Club got the heat on Enzo forever then he made the hot tag to Cena, who ran 
wild, and they did a protracted parade of big moves and near-falls, but the crowd were into it and it 
was entertaining to watch. Cena & Styles were the legal men, however everybody was in the ring 
hitting moves and the ref just stood by like a goof. Some of the big spots included Anderson giving
Cena a Spinebuster on the announcer's table, Enzo hit Anderson with the Deep Impact DDT off 
the steps on the floor and the Club hit the Magic Killer on Big Cass. Finish saw Cena & Styles 
battle on the ropes and Cena hit a Super AA to get the pin on Styles. – The announcers played up 
the idea that the Club were “expanding” with the draft and not splitting up. Clearly, we're getting 
another Cena/Styles match at SummerSlam because Big Match John needs his singles win back. 
(*** ½). 

Randy Orton returned and was on Chris Jericho's Highlight Reel. They talked and bantered 
forever and Orton eventually hit Jericho with an RKO. They hyped up the Orton/Lesnar match at
SummerSlam and the key line from Orton was, “No enhancement needed,” which Jericho said he 
would probably get in trouble for. The irony of Randy Orton mocking another man for failing a 
drug test is almost poetic. 

WWE Championship: Dean Ambrose (C) vs. Seth Rollins vs. Roman Reigns – Ambrose 
retained in 18:06. All the GMs and Commissioners were out at ringside. Reigns, who did in fact 
look noticeably bigger, was absolutely despised and there was a thunderous, “Roman sucks” chant. 
Match was good, but for a while it was just a basic three-way. Things picked up when Ambrose & 
Rollins double teamed Reigns and they gave him the old Shield Powerbomb through the announce 
table. Rollins then pulled out a chair and nailed Ambrose in the back which was a nice callback to 
when Rollins turned on the Shield. The action improved greatly while Reigns was resting and 
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Ambrose & Rollins worked together. Reigns eventually came back and Powerbombed both men 
then he kicked out of a Pedigree from Rollins. Finish saw Reigns hit Rollins with a Superman 
Punch and a Spear, but Ambrose gave Reigns the Dirty Deeds DDT and pinned him clean in the 
middle. Shane McMahon & Daniel Bryan ran around ringside celebrating and the entire 
SmackDown locker room emptied to join in the party, including the Usos – Roman Reigns' 
cousins. – It was a pleasant surprise to get a decisive clean winner here considering all the 
speculation surrounding what they are going to do for the creation of the second World title. It is too
early to tell if Vince has finally given up on Reigns; he did do the clean job, however he also 
worked the match as a total babyface and did in fact have the match won before Ambrose came in 
at the end. If I had to guess, I would say they will probably pull back on Reigns for the time being 
and get over the idea that he is “serving his punishment,” which they will no doubt try and turn into 
yet another redemption story at some point in the future. (*** ½). 

RAW Ramblings – July 25th 2016 
Consol Energy Centre: Pittsburgh, PA. 
Ben Carass.

I have been as negative as anybody when it comes to the brand split – I still don't believe it was the 
right move to make business wise – but for one night at least, the WWE did absolutely everything 
right and managed to produce one of the best episodes of RAW of the three hour era. The set was 
different, the theme song was changed to a horrible Shinedown track but at least it is new, the 
announcers were moved over to the stage just like the last time the split the rosters, they tried new 
camera angles and my personal favourite aesthetic change was the return of the red ropes. There 
was also clearly a philosophical shift in how the product is presented, which if they keep it up 
should make the show actually enjoyable to watch. It certainly felt like they tried to present a more 
sports-oriented show, with UFC-style post-match interviews, plus the announcers seemingly had 
their shackles taken off and were using words like “professional wrestling,” which may have been 
the most jarring change on the whole show. Most importantly though, was a much more focused 
and streamlined show, with virtually every segment having some kind of purpose or consequence 
and very few long in-ring promos or insignificant matches that were randomly thrown together at 
the last minute. 

The big story from the show was the debut of Finn Balor and him being booked like a star in one 
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night. Show opened with Mick Foley & Stephanie coming out for a promo, which only went about
10 minutes and was the lone appearance from Stephanie on the show – another positive! They 
called the entire RAW roster out onto the stage and Steph buried Reigns for not winning the WWE 
title at BattleGround. Foley announced that they were creating a new title called, “the WWE 
Universal Championship,” (insert your own Bill Watts joke here). Steph booked two four-way 
matches, with the winners facing off in the main event to determine who would face Seth Rollins 
for the Universal title at SummerSlam. Balor got the biggest reaction out of everyone. First four-
way saw Balor beat Rusev, Kevin Owens & Cesaro in 20:30. Match was awesome and they did 
all kinds of great near-falls; finish saw Balor pin Rusev with the Double Stomp. The second four-
way had Roman Reigns over Chris Jericho, Sheamus & Sami Zayn in 17:45; match wasn't as 
good as the opener but was still very enjoyable. Reigns was completely hated again and he pinned 
Jericho with the Spear. In the main event, Finn Balor pinned Roman Reigns clean in 13:55 with 
the Double Stomp and earned his spot in the Universal title match with Rollins. Match was solid 
and anything other than Balor going over would have made all the other changes on the show 
almost irrelevant. After the match, Reigns cut a total babyface promo and said he hoped Balor beats
Rollins at SummerSlam, so even though Reigns is in the big dog house, Vince is still adamant that 
he must remain a babyface. 

During the opening segment, Stephanie also announced that Sasha Banks would get her shot at 
Charlotte and the Women's title, not at SummerSlam but tonight. They played the match up like a 
huge deal and did the fancy in-ring intros. Match was kind of a struggle to begin with, as it went on 
at the top of the third hour and the crowd, who had been great all night, were starting to lag a bit, 
however it turned out to be a really good outing. Sasha won the title clean in the middle when 
Charlotte tapped out to the Banks Statement in 16:55. Crowd got into the match after Sasha nearly
killed herself doing a tope; it was similar to the way Lita scorpioned on that dive in the match with 
Trish Stratus in 2004. Charlotte did a huge Moonsault Press off the post to the floor, so they 
pretty much had their SummerSlam match here on TV. Sasha cut a babyface promo afterwards and 
put over women's wrestling; it was fine but she is blatantly more suited to being a heel. 

The rest of the show was basically filled with squash matches designed to get people and their 
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moves over: great! Nia Jax debuted and squashed Britt Baker in 1:20 with her Legdrop of Doom; 
it was too short to be offensive and Nia didn't have time to be exposed either, so it I guess it 
worked. Neville returned from his injury and squashed Curtis Axel in 3:45 with the Red Arrow. 
Axel has been given the name, “Mr Irrelevant,” playing off the last guy to be drafted in the NFL. 
Crowd didn't really care about Neville, but he won quickly so you couldn't really asked for much 
more. In one of the highlights of the entire show, Braun Strowman and his new undercut ponytail 
look, murdered an amazing jobber by the name of James Ellsworth in 1:10. Ellsworth was 
interviewed beforehand and said his dream had come true by wrestling on RAW and claimed he 
would try and find a way to win. He was a short, pasty, skinng-fat man with an Offspring tattoo on 
his arm and generic wrestling trunks – a perfect jobber. Strowman destroyed him and won with a 
wacky Reverse Chokeslam thing. 

Misc: There was of course some WWE silliness on the show, after all they still had three hours to 
fill, but due to the rest of the show being so great, the goofy comedy wasn't too offensive. Goldut &
R-Truth were playing Pokemon Go all night and they ran into Sasha Banks, who was getting 
ready for her match. They went into Darren Young's locker room and were yelled at by Bob 
Backlund. Enzo Amore & Big Cass faced the Shining Stars and Truth wandered into the ring with
his phone looking for Pokemon. This distracted Primo and Cass pinned him with a big boot in 
1:50. The only talking segment, other than the short opening deal with Foley & Steph, was the New
Day celebrating the fact that they are the longest reigning WWE Tag Team champions of all time. 
They did their usual comedy and pulled a plant out of the crowd to be an honorary member for the 
night. There was a cringe-worthy attempt at comedy with the plant, who was called “Sonny Boy;” it
died, but the crowd were very forgiving and actually chanted, “Sonny Boy.” Karl Anderson & 
Luke Gallows mercifully showed up and beat up the New Day and hit the Magic Killer on Big E. 
Its also worth noting that it was painfully clear after about half an hour into the show that Corey 
Graves replacing JBL was a huge improvement. 
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In Next Week's Issue:

Updates on the Brock Lesnar situation, G1 highlights, all of the news, first regular RAW of the 
brand split, and much more!
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